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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND EVALUATION DESIGN

Introduction

The Hartford Project Concern Program began in September of 1966

as an experiment in educational intervention for children from Title I

schools concentrated in the north end of Hartford.
1

Receiving support

from many areas (State of Connecticut Department of Education, The

Hartford Board of Education, The Hartford Court of Common Council, The

Greater Hartford Chamber of Commerce, The Urban League, Community

Renewal Team, The NAACP, The Alliance of Ministers, The PTA, The Arch

diocese of Hartford, parents, Boards of Education from the five original

participating communities, administrators, teachers, members of the legis

lature, and religious leaders other than the Alliance of Ministers or the

Archdiocese of Hartford), the project developed seven objectives in the

original application to the Federal Government for funds under Title IV

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964.

These objectives were as follows:

1. To develop a structure between a city and its
suburbs that will desegregate schools.

2. To discover the attitudes of children, parents,
educators, and the community when city children
are bussed to the suburbs.

3. To learn what happens to the educational achieve
ment of both city and suburban children when city
children go to suburban schools.

1Information relating to the history and current enrollment status of
Project Concern was obtained from project materials.



4. To find out what social activities city children
can participate in when they go to school in the
suburbs.

5. To encourage Connecticut towns to think about
desegregation of schools in regional terms.

6. To train school administrators, teachers, and
aides for intergrated schools.

7. To find out what communities can do to make
bussing effective.

From 1966 to the present, participation of suburban communities

has been increased from five communities (265 children attending 35

schools) to thirteen communities with 1,058 students attending 75

schools. In addition, during the 1979-1980 school year 81 students

attended six non-public schools in four communities and 289 students

attended five inner-city schools in the south end of Hartford.

As the Project Concern program has grown, so have the inquiries

regarding its effectiveness. More specifically, school boards, educa-

tors, and citizens in participating communities have been asking whether

Project Concern is successful from an educational standpoint. The dif-

ficulty in answering this question lies in defining the term "successful".

Some accept the ability of students of differing races to interact effec-

tively as evidence of the success of Project Concern. Others seek

measures of cognitive and affective test growth as evidence of program

success.

Two in-depth inquiries into the impact of Project Concern for the

suburban, non-public and inner-city components were initiated during the

1975-1976 and 1976-1977 school years when the Capitol Region Education

Council received grants from the Connecticut State Department of Education
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to evaluate the program. Further Jn4ormotion regarding the rationale

and results of these two evaluations can be found in the documents

entitled 1975-1976 Hartford Project Concern Evaluation Report (Iwanicki,

1976) and An Evaluation of the 1976-1977 Hartford Project Concern Program

(Iwanicki and Gable, 1977). Further, during the 1977-1978 and 1978-1979

project years an 'valuation of the cognitive and affective growth of

students in the suburban component was conducted (see Aa Evaluation of

the 1977-1978 Hartford Project Concern Program, Iwanicki and Gable, 1978

and Final Evaluation Report 1978-1979 Hartford Project Concern Program,

Iwanicki and Gable, 1979).

Development of the Design for the 1979-1980 Project Concern Evaluation

In early September, 1979, the evaluators attended a series of

meetings with Dr. Barbara Braden, Deputy Superintendent, Dr. Robert

Nearine, Special Assistant for Evaluation, and Mr. William Paradis,

Project Concern Director, to discuss potential directions which could

be pursued in evaluating the 1979-1980 Project Concern Program. Through

these meetings it was decided that the 1979-1980 Project Concern eval-

uation effort would address the following areas:

1. Examine the Career Patterns of Project Concern
Graduates, Dropouts, a: -tford Non-Participants.

2. Examine the Issue of Attrition from Project Concern.

3. Monitor the Cognitive and Affective Impact of
Project Concern.

3
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The 1976...1977 evaluation examined the career aspirations and plans

Vroltict Concern graduated from Ow 19 74 , L915, and 1.9 76 aladdad.

level of career aspiration, work history, and college training wore ex-

amined for the consistency of career planning and career progression.

For the 25 graduates studied, a relatively high level of occupa-

tional and educational success was found. For example, 56% were enrolled

in college, 72% were presently or had been employed since graduation and

60% demonstrated consistent career aspirations, work experience, and/or

educational training beyond high school. While the findings were quite

positive, they were limited as they represented graduates who "made it"

and were probably the best adjusted and most able students.

To further examine the impact of Project Concern on student career

development, the 1974-1976 study of graduates was replicated using 1977-

1979 graduates. Also, two essential comparison groups were included in

this study. The first comparison group consisted of Project Concern

students who dropped out of the program. The second comparison group

consisted of a random sample of Hartford students from the 1977-1979

graduating classes who were eligible for Project Concern, but did not

participate in the program.

00i (10114ern Urcidoatas Or.24L21E4,

Examining Attrition from Project Concern

The 1976-1977 report on the evaluation of Project Concern des-

cribed the development of a management and record keeping system to be

used by project staff for monitoring the "who," "where," and "why" of

4



prow:die attrition roc the Wle-W/ schooi year, Acdds covered, Ln4Ludd

ohange of addread, transfer heck CO 114CLC01:4 441100L4, "00 4hOW4," 0144-*

nanny, and correctional institution. Ot the lll id%) dtuddnts who Ldtt

the program between August, 1976, and May, L)/7, it wan found chat trana-

der to Hartford dchooLd, ohanges of addrede, and "no showe were the

primary reasons tor Attrition. A "nu dhow" is 4 $C1.1dOnt enrolled in

Project Concern during the summer who does not enter the program in

September. The 1979-1980 evaluation of Project Concern replicated this

attrition study using procedures similar to the 1976-1977 study. In

particular, transfers to Hartford schools were examined comprehensively

to determine the specific reasons for their transfers and to document

what happened to the students when they returned to the Hartford system.

A significant feature of this study is that parents of students in the

"no show" category were contacted to determine the specific reason for

their child's "no show" status.

Monitoring the Cognitive and Affective Impact of Project concern

For at least the last five years the funding proposal for the

Project Concern Program has contained the following performance

objectives:

1. Pupils will show month for month gains on an
average by grade in Language Development.

2. Pupils will show month for month gains on an
average by grade in Math.

3. Pupils will show a positive self-concept and
attitude toward the school at the end of a
year's participation.

Past evaluations of the cognitive outcomes stated in the program

5
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objectives have utilized individually administered achievement tests

(i.e., :he Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests and the KeyMath Diagnostic

Arithmetic Test). These tests have been administered to a random sample

of students at grades 1-8 on a pre to post test basis. Then, the results

have been analyzed and reported as they relate to the program objectives.

Some disadvantages to this approach have become evident over the

past few years. First, there are some problems in implementing a pre

to post test design on a yearly basis. By the time new participants are

selected, transrers are made, project files are updated, and the logistics

of sampling as well as pretesting are worked out, students are not pre

tested until late November or early December. Given that post testing

must be conducted in May, there are only about five to six months between

the times of pre and post testing. This is a relatively short period

of time for examining pre post test growth.

Secondly, although the results provide evidence of student growth,

snch growth cannot be compared to the growth of comparable students in

Hartford since the same tests are not used with the general population

of students in the Hartford Public Schools. Also, some Project Concern

students are becoming exceedingly test wise on the Woodcock and KeyMath.

Alternate forms of these tests have been used on a pre to post test

basis over the last five years. Since the same level is used at grades

1-8, students at the upper grade levels are very familiar with the con

tent of the test exercises. A final disadvantage of the approach used

in past evaluations is that some members of the education community and

the public question the credibility of results based on a random sample.

To alleviate these problems, it was decided that the 1979-1980

6



and subsequent evaluations of Project Concern would monitor the cognitive

performance of all Project Concern students at grades 2-8 on a year to

year basis using the.same group administered achievement tests that are

being used in the Hartford Public Schools. Appropriate levels and forms

of the Metropolitan Achievement Test in reading and mathematics would

be administered to all project participants in April of the school year.

Results from these instruments would be analyzed on a pre- to post test

basis (i.e., April of one year to April of the next year) and reported

as they relate to the objectives of Project Concern as well as to the

general growth of students remaining in Hartford schools.

Along with the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, Project Concern

students would also be administered a brief ten item Student Survey.

This Student Survey, developed for use in past evaluations of Project

Concern, would be used to monitor Project Concern participants' attitude

toward school and self-concept on a continuing basis.

Consistent with this policy for monitoring the cognitive and affec-

tive performances of Project Concern students, all participants at grade

2-8 were administered the appropriate level and form of the Metropolitan

Achievement Test as well as the Student Survey. Hartford Test Specialists

administered the Metropolitan Achievement Test to all students partici-

pating in the Suburban Public and Non-Public school components of the

program. Students participating in the Inner-City component of the

program were administered the Metropolitan Achievement Test by their

classroom teacher as part of the Hartford Public Schools Spring Testing

Program. All Student Surveys were administered by Hartford Test Specialists.

While Hartford Test Specialists conducted their achievement testing

7



activities during the April-June period, the Hartford Spring Testing

Program proceeded according to the following schedule:

Grades 4, 5, 6: March 3-14

Grades 2, 3 : April 1-11

Grades 7, 8 : May 2-16

Originally, Hartford Test Specialists planned to complete their achieve-

ment testing activities by the middle of May. According to this schedule,

students were to be tested in only reading and mathematics. A later

decision to test students also in language and spelling resulted in an

extension of the testing period. A summary by grade of the forms and

levels of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests used as well as the areas

tested is presented in Table 1.

At grades 2-4 students were tested using machine scorable booklets,

while at grades 5-8 separate machine scorable answer sheets were used.

All tests were scored and results reported using the computer facilities

of the Hartford Public Schools.

Given this is the first year in which the approach described has

been used to assess the performance of Project Concern students, only a

descriptive analysis of the results can be provided. Both cognitive and

affective results will be reported for students participating in the

Suburban Public, Non-Public, and Inner -City components of the Project

Concern Program. Beginning next year, it will be possible to assess

student growth on a year to year basis.

Summary

This chapter has provided some background information concerning

8
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Table 1

A Summary By Grade of the Levels and Form of the Metropolitan Achievement Test

Used to Monitor the Performance of Project Concern Participants As Well As the Areas Tested

Grade 2

LEVEL: Primary II

FORM: F

AREAS TESTED:

Word

Knowledge

Word

Analysis

Reading

Language

Spelling

Grade 3

Elementary

F

Grade 4

Elementary

F

Grades 5-6

Intermediate

F

Grades 1 -8

Advanced

F

Math

Computation

Math

Concepts

Word

Knowledge

Word

Knowledge

Reading Reading

Language Lanpage

Spelling Spea

Math Math

Computation Computation

Math Math

Concepts Concepts

Word

Knowledge

Reading

Language

Spelling

Math

Computation

Math

Concepts

Math

Problem Solving

Word

Knowledge

Reading

Language

Spelling

Math

Computation

Math

Concepts

Math

Problem Solving



the Hartford Project Concern Program and an overview of evaluation acti-

vities pursued during the 1979-1980 school year. Subsequent chapters

contain more specific information concerning the design of each component

of the evaluation as well as a presentation and discussion of the findings

derived.



CHAPTER II

Examination of the Career Patterns of Project Concern

Graduates, Dropouts, and Hartford Non-Participants

Background

The 1976-1977 evaluation examined the career patterns of Project

Concern graduates from the 1974, 1975, and 1976 classes. The level of

career aspiration, work history, and college training were examined for

the consistency of career planning and career progression.

For the 25 graduates studied, a relatively high level of occupa-

tional and educational success was found. For example, 56% were enrolled

in college, 72% were presently or had been employed since graduation and

60% demonstrated consistent career aspirations, work experience, and/or

educational training beyond high school. While these findings were quite

positive, they were limited as they represen.Ad graduates who "made it"

and were probably the best adjusted and most able students.

Research Design and Data Analysis

To further the evaluation of the effects of Project Concern in

the area of career development a more comprehensive study was carried

out which replicated the 1976-1977 Project Concern graduate findings

and included two comparison groups: Project Concern dropouts and

Hartford students.
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Groups Studied. The 1977, 1978, and 1979 Project Concern

graduates totaled 105 students. Fifteen students from each year were

randomly selected for the follow-up study, yielding a sample of 45

students. The second group, Project Concern dropouts, consisted of 15

students who met the following criteria:

1. Participated at least 2 years in Project Concern.

2. Dropped out of the project in either 6, 7, or 8th grade.

3. Returned to and graduated froM the Hartford school system.

Initially, 47 students were identified from the potential 1977

1979 graduating classes who left the project. Of these 47, only 15 met

all of the criteria listed above.

The third group, Hartford non-participtInts, consisted of 10 stu-

dents randomly selected from each of the 1977-1979 Hartford graduating

classes. This sample of 30 students met the following criteria:

1. Attended Hartford elementary and secondary schools.

2. Attended Title I eligible schools.

3. Were eligible to be selected for Project Concern
(i.e., not in special education).

Ideally, these students were also going to be screened to elimin-

ate any students who were selected, but chose not to participate in Project

Concern. This final screening was not possible since records of those

invited to participate were not available. This does not appear to be a

problem, though, as the probability of such a student being in the sample

is quite low.

Instrumentation. For the 1976-1977 evaluation, a management and

record keeping system was developed by the evaluators in conjunction

with Project Concern staff. The form developed was revised slightly to

12
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obtain additional information about: the occupational and educational

plans for the three groups in this study. A copy of the form is in-

cluded in Appendix A.

Data Gathering. Project Concern staff conducted the follow-up

of the Project Concern graduate group. Forms were mailed to each of the

45 selected students. Follow-up phone calls and mailings were conducted

to enhance the return rate. Forms for the dropout and non-participant

groups were sent out through the Hartford Public Schools, Office of Research

and Evaluation. Prior to the initial mailing, the last known address on each

student's cumulative file was verified by phone. Four students from the

non-participant group could not be located and were replaced by four

randomly selected students. After the initial mailing, follow-up proce-

dures consisted of phone calls, a second mailing,'and in a few cases, a

home visit.

Data Analysis. Data analysis consisted of developing frequencies

and percentages for each item on the questionnaire. Responses to some

items were coded for level of career aspiration and consistency prior to

calculating the percentages. Comparisons were then made between the

three target groups. Responses to open-ended questions were recorded on

typescripts foi interpretation. Where appropriate, chi-square statistics

were calculated.

Results

Survey Return Rates. The meaningfulness of any career pattern

study is dependent upon achieving respectable return rates. Due to the dedi-

cation and organizational ability of the Project Concern and Hartford Public

Schools Research Office Staff, the return rates for this study are quite

13
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high. Table 2 contains the number Of forms sent and returned by year of

graduation. Perusal of the table indicates that the return rates ranged

Table 2

Survey Return Rates for Graduates,

Dropouts and Non-Participants

Graduation
Year

Project Concern
Graduates

Sent Returned

Project Concern
Dropouts

Sent Returned

Hartford
Non-Participants
Sent Returned

1977 15 13 4 3 10 7

1978 - 15 13 4 4 10 4

1979 15 13 7 6 10 8

TOTAL 45 39 15 13 30 19

Return Rate 87% 87% 63%

from 63% for the non-participants to 87% for the dropout group. These

return rates appear adequate for making comparisons between the groups

in the area of career patterns.

Demographic Variables. Three demographic variables were included

on the questionnaire: sex, marital status, and number of children. These

data were collected primarily to determine if significant disparities

existed between the three groups on factors which could potentially affect

career aspiration, college attendance, and career development. No signi-

ficant differences were found between the groups at the (p v.05) level of

significance. For example, with respect to sex, 42% of the non-participants,

39% of the dropouts, and 56% of the Project Concern participants were male.

Only 11% of the non-participants were married, while none of the dropouts

14



and 5% of the Project Concern graduate group were married. Twenty-one

percent (21%) of the non-participant group had children, while 15% of the

dropouts and 5% of the Project Concern graduates reported having children.

Similar to the 1976-1977 evaluation, several items were used which

when taken singly or in combination provide some strong indicators of

career aspiration, career planning and overall career development.

Career Aspiration. Respondents were asked, When you were in high

school, what type of job or career did you want to have after high school?

The response to each item was coded using the North-Hatte Occupational

Prestige Rating Scale. This rating is based on a national opinion 'survey

of the relative prestige of various occupations. Generally, higher levels

of prestige are ascribed to the occupations which require high levels of

education or training and provide a greater financial return. The valid-

ity of this rating system has been demonstrated .in a number of research

studies from 1949 to the present. The occupational prestige rating groups

are divided into ten categories. For the purposes of this study, each

career/occupational choice stated by the respondent was assigned a numeri-

cal value from one (high) to ten (low) based on its' location on the scale.

Specific occupations and their relative rankings are shown in Appendix B

to further illustrate the ranking system.

On high school occupational choice there were significant differ-

ences between the groups when comparing the level of aspiration of respon-

dents. Sixty-four percent of'the graduates, 54% of the dropouts, and only

32% of the non-participants aspired to occupations in the upper six ranks.

The difference between the graduates and the non-participants was statis-

tically significant (X2 =, 5.43, df = 1, p .05). While not statistically

15



significant, a difference was found-between groups in the number who indi-

cated they were undecided about a career choice or did not respond to the

question. Twenty-one percent (21%) of the non-participants, 31% of the

dropouts and only 10% of the graduates were in the undecided/ non-

responding category.

A second question on the survey asked the respondent, What type of

loh or career would you like to have five years from now? Responses on

this question were similar for the three groups. Sixty-three percent

(63%) of the non-participant job/career choices were in the upper six

ranks, while dropouts and graduates had 67% and 62% respectively in these

ranks. The undecided/non-responding percentages for the non-participant

(5 %), dropout (8%), and graduate groups (8%) were also quite similar. At

first, these career choice data suggest that the non-participants have

similar career aspirations as the dropout and graduate groups, but this

may not be a valid conclusion. The next sections of this report will

examine the consistency of career patterns of each group. It will be

shown that the career patterns of the non-participants were generally

inconsistent, and that they have a generally lower rate of participation

in post-high school education and/or vocational training. Thus, the career

choices they made are likely to be unrealistically high.

Consistency of Career Planning and Pattern. Another element which

was taken from the 1976-1977 evaluation of Project Concern graduates was

the consistency of career planning and career progression or pattern.

The career planning and career pattern for respondents from each of the

three groups was examined using four pieces of data. These were the two

questions discussed earlier dealing with job/career choice, work history and

16



post-high school educational activities: The career pattern for each

respondent was categorized into one of three groups: consistent, incon-

sistent, or mixed. A consistent career
pattern was one in which the

occupational choice
(particularly the five years in the future choice)

was reinforced by a work history and/or post-secondary education activity

which would likely lead to the attainment of the occupational choice. A

typical pattern for each of the three categories is presented in Appendix C

to assist the reader in understanding how these determinations were made.

A summary of the consistency of the career patterns for the three

groups is shown in Table 3. These data indicate that, when compared to

Table 3

Career Pattern Analysis for Non-Participants,

Project Concern Dropouts, and Project Concern Graduates by Percent

Career
Groups

Pattern Non-Participants
Dropout Graduates

N %
N % N %

Consistent
7 37 10 80 26 67

Inconsistent
9 47 3 20 7 18

Mixed
3 16 0 0 6 15

the non-participants
(37%), a significantly higher percentage of both the

graduates (67%; X
2

a 4.63, df al 1, p c.05) and dropouts (80%; X
2

= 4.97,

df a 1, p 4.05) exhibit consistent career planning and progression. This

finding lends support to the view that participation in Project Concern

17
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may facilitate the development of more consistent career patterns.
1

Work History and Educational Training. Two significant factors

in career development are work history and the training or educational

preparation of the individual. Respondents were asked to record their

work history, which included the number of jobs held, job titles,

whether the employment was full-time or part-time and whether they liked

the job (Item #3). In terms of the employment statistics among respon-

dents from the three groups, the total percentages of persons having had

at least one job since high school were very similar. Eighty-nine percent

(89%) of the non-participant group, 77% of the dropouts, and 87% of the

graduates had held at least one job since high school graduation. An

analysis of the profiles of job holding behavior indicated that the non-

participant group tended to report having held only one job, while drop-

outs and graduates were more likely to report having two or more different

jobs. It is likely that the graduates and dropouts report holding more

jobs as a result of short term employment held during educational or voca-

tional training. Since fewer non-participants had post-secondary educa-

tional/vocational training, they tended to stay at one job for longer

periods of time.

While not a statistically significant difference, a larger per-

centage (64%) of the graduates reported having had at least one full-time

job than either dropouts (56%) or non-participants (58%). A similar

IThe data for Project Concern graduates shows a slight improvement in
career planning/progression over the Project Concern group studied in
the 1976-1977 evaluation. In the 1976-1977 evaluation, 60% of the
respondents were judged to have consistent career patterns, while 67%
of the present group had consistent career patterns.
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finding was noted on the question of-whether the respondent "liked" the

job which was reported. The percentage of graduates reporting they liked

the different jobs was 77% as compared to 54% for dropouts and 58% for

non-participants.

Respondents were also asked, How long were you out of high school

before you got your first full-time job? The mean number of months before

securing full-time employment was computed for each group based on those

who responded to the question. Non-participants averaged 7.2 months to

secure full-time employment while dropouts averaged 3.9 months and Project

Concern graduates averaged 3.4 months. While the period of time was the

longest for the non-participants, the differences between the groups was

not statistically significant at the p <.05 level. Since the question

instructed those who had not been employed full-time to leave the item

blank, it was assumed that the percentage of non-response indicated the

percentage of those who had not secured full-time employment. The res-

pective percentages for non-participants, Project Concern dropouts and

Project Concern graduates were 47%, 46%, and 36%.

On the question regarding post-high school education and/or voca-

tional training there were some significant differences between the groups.

A significantly higher percentage of graduates (72%) reported some type of

post-high school education and/or training than did the dropout group

(39%;X2 = 4.67; df = 1, p < .05). Only 53% of the non-participant group

reported some type of post-high school education and/or training. Although

considerably lower than the graduate group, this percentage was not statis-

tically different from the graduate group at the p <.05 level.
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There were a number of individual items on the survey questionnaire

which required either a YES/NO response or a selected response from among

two or more forced choice options. These items, along with the response per-

centages for each group, are shown in Table 4. No significant differences

were found between the groups.

Table 4

Response by Percent to Survey Items by Group
1

Ctem

Group Non-
Graduates Dropouts Participants

L. Are you now taking YES
training for or
employed in the
career you wanted
to follow at the
time you left
high school?

I. How do you like your
present job? (If

unemployed, answer
with respect to your
last job.)

7. What effect did your
high school educa-
tion have on the
jobs you have held
since graduating
from high school?

8. What has been the
main difficulty yo,./
have experienced in
your present job?
(If unemployed,
answer with respect
to your last job.)

a.
b.

c.
d.

a.
b.

c.

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Like it very much.
Like it fairly well.
Do not like it.
Never had a full-
time'job.

No effect.
Helped me to get
the job I wanted.
Have never had a
full-time job.

No particular
difficulty.
My schooling did
not prepare me
well enough to do
the job.
Conflicts with
supervisors.
Have never had a
full-time job.
Other (Please
explain).

68 58 56

63 55 50

23 27 31
3 9 13

6

30 40 19
49 40 62

21 20 19

63 70 87

6 20 0

9 0 0

19 10 13

3 0 0

1Percentages of respondents indicating they have not had a full-time job differs
across items since some students left the item blank.
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The data indicate some interesting contrasts. Project Concern

graduates (68%) were more likely to doe taking training for, or employed

in the career they wanted when they left high school (Item #2) than drop-

outs (58%) or non-participants (56%). The graduate group was also more

favorable in terms of liking their present job (Item #4). However, the

non-participants fare stronger in their belief that their schooling helped

them to get the job they wanted, and they were more likely to indicate

that there were no difficulties with their present employment (Item #8).

Since the bulk of the data presented earlier would seem to attest

that Project Concern graduates were more likely to aspire to higher level

occupations, have more consistent career patterns and be generally more

successful both vocationally and educationally, it may seem that the last

two pieces of data are inconsistent with the pattern. This may not be the

case. First, it is logical, that graduates would comment that high school

did not help them to get the job they wanted. That is why they are ihvolved

in post secondary school training programs. Also, the greater incidence of

difficulties encountered by graduates in their work settings may be a func-

tion of their lack of satisfaction with the job. Their job may simply be

a vehicle for making the necessary money to continue their post secondary

school educational activities which will allow them to move into their

desired occupation.

Conclusions

This chapter has presented an analysis of the career patterns of

Project Concern graduates, dropouts, and non-participating Hartford students.

The areas examined were career aspiration, consistency of career planning

and pattern, work history, and educational training. Several statistically
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significant differences were found which consistently favored the Project

Concern graduates. The first section of the conclusions will summarize

these findings as Primary Conclusions. The second section, entitled

Secondary Conclusions, will present "trends" which generally favored

the graduates but did not reach statistical significance.

Primary Conclusions. Based upon the analyses carried out, the

following primary conclusions are forwarded:

. Occupational cho. s made in high school were at a
significantly higher occupational level for Project
Concern graduates than those for the non-participants.

. Project Concern graduates (67%) and dropouts (80%)
were judged to have significantly more consistent
career patterns when compared to non-participants (37%).

. A significantly larger percentage of Project Concern
graduates (72%) was involved in post-high school
education and/or vocational training than project
dropouts (39%).

Secondary Conclusions. Based upon the analyses carried out, the

following secondary conclusions or "trends" are forwarded:

. Project Concern graduates required less time (3.4 months)
in finding full-time employment after high school
graduation than dropouts (3.9 months) or non-participants
(7.2 months).

. A larger percentage of Project Concern graduates (90%)
made vocational choices in high school than dropouts
(69%) or non-participants (79%).

. Project Concern graduates and dropouts would appear to
be more realistic in their future career choices (5 years
from now) than non-participants.

. Project Concern graduates (64%) were more likely to have
held a full-time job when compared to dropouts (56%) and
non-participants (58%).

Project Concern graduates were more likely (68%) to be
employed in or taking training for the career they
wanted while they were in high school than either dropouts
(58%) or non-participants (56%).
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. A larger percentage of Project Concern graduates (77%)
reported that they liked their jobs than did dropouts
(54%) or non-participants (58%).

. A larger percentage of graduates "liked" their present
job when compared to dropouts or non-participants.

. Project Concern graduates tend to report more difficulties
with their present job than non-participants.

. Project Concern graduates are less likely to feel that
their high school education helped them get the job they
wanted when compared to non-participants.

Clearly the data presented here provide strong support for the con-

tention that Project Concern has a positive effect on the career develop-

ment and maturity of the students who participate in the program. Project

Concern graduates exhibit significantly higher levels of aspiration and

significantly more consistent career planning and progression than non-

participants. While not statistically significant, graduates also are

more likely to seek post-secondary education or vocational training when

compared to non-participants. Although not as consistent as program grad-

uates, those students who dropped out of Project Concern prior to gradua-

tion tended to show a number of positive benefits as well. Measured

against those who did not participate in Project Concern, graduates and

dropouts alike appear to have received significant career development

benefits.
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CHAPTER III

Examination of the Issue of

Attrition from Project Concern

During each school year approximately 8% of the Project Concern

students leave the program. During the 1976-1977.evaluation, a manage-

ment and record keeping system was developed for monitoring the "who,"

"where," and "why" for 117 (8.4%) students who left the project. This

information is important if project staff are to meet the needs of all

participants in the hope of reducing future student attrition. During

the 1979-1980 year, the record system was again employed for the purpose

of replicating the 1976-1977 attrition study. In particular, the areas

of transfers to Hartford Public Schools and "No Shows" were targeted for

comprehensive follow-up.

Design and Implementation of the Attrition Study

The record system used to monitor student attrition was the same

one used in the 1976-1977 evaluation. Areas covered included: change

of address, transfer to another school, no shows, pregnancy, correctional

institutions, and other reasons. Included within each area were several

sub-categories which will be presented in the tables to follow. Appen-

dix D contains a copy of the attrition form.
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Treatment of Data -

The attrition data were gathered by project staff for 112 students

who left the project between September, 1979, and June, 1980. Data analy-

sis consisted of descriptive frequencies and percentages for each category

in the attrition form. Open-ended comments were summarized for later

inclusion in the report.

Results of the Attrition Sti.gx

During the September, 1979, to June, 1980, period, 112 of 1,373 or

8.2% of the students left the project. This figure can be compared to an

attrition rate of 8.4% (117/1,386) during the 1976-1977 year. Table 5

contains a breakdown of the attrition figures by category and grade level.

Perusal of the table indicates that Transfers to Another School and Change

of Address were the main reasons for attrition. These figures are similar

to those obtained in 1976-1977, except for the "Now Show" area which was

reduced from 22% to 5% of the cases of attrition. In the sections which

follow, each category on the attrition form will be discussed separately.

Prior to this, the grade level breakdown will be presented.

Grade Level. Examination of the attrition rates in Table 5 indi-

cates that the highest frequencies of students leaving the program are

found between grades 4 and 10. From another perspective, the highest

percentages are found for the elementary (grades 1-6, 46%) and the

secondary levels (grades 9-12, 36%). Finally, note that the ninth grade

year is associated with the highest frequency of attrition (19 cases).

Change of Address. Of those leaving the project, 39% (44 students)

left between grades 1 and 9 due to a change in their parents' address.
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Table 5

Frequency of Students Leaving Project Concern

by Reason and Grade Level

Grade Level

Reason/Frequency
Change of
Address

Transfer to
Another Schools

No
Show Pregnancy

Correctional
Institution Other Tota]

Elementary;

1

2

3

4

5

6

45%

1

2

4

7

7

7

4

2

1

2

6

2

3

1

1

1

a

4

6

.10

13

10

Middle; 19%

7 4 7 11

8 7 3 10

Secondary: 36%

9 5 13
a

1 19

10 14 1 15

11 3 3

12 2 1 3

TOTAL 44 59 6 2 0 1 112

PERCENTAGE 39% 53% 5% 2%
1%

a
All Transfers to Another School were to Hartford Public Schools except two private and two
technical school transfers at grade 9.
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Fourteen moved out of state, 26 moved out of the city and four moved out

of the Project Concern district. Note, that students moving out of the

district are provided the opportunity to remain in the project. Bus

tokens are provided to transport the students to a Project Concern bus

stop. Parents of the four students listed apparently did not wish to

participate in these arrangements or drive their children directly to the

Project Concern School.

Transfer to Another School. Table 5 also indicates that 53% of

those leaving the project (59 students) transferred to another school.

Most of this group (55 students) returned to the Hartford Public Schools.

Two stadents each transferred to a private school and a technical school.

The specific reasons for the 55 students returning to Hartford Public

Schools were further examined. Table 5 indicates that these transfers

took place at all'grade levels with the highest frequencies found at

grades 10, 9, and 7. Table 6 presents a breakdown of the reasons for the

transfers. The primary reasons for returning to the Hartford Public

Schools appear to be Social, Disciplinary, and Special Education. All of

the reasons listed in Table 6 will be discussed in the order they are

presented in the table. Note that the 65 cases referred to in the table

represent 55 students; 10 students were associated with two reasons each.

Special education recommendations accounted for 13 students. These

students were identified by the suburban schools as possibly needing some

form of a full-time special support program. Subsequent to the identifi-

cation, some students were referred to the Dwight Diagnostic Center for a

full diagnostic evaluation. During a three week period, appropriate

professionals (educational, psychological, language/speech clinician,
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Table 6

Reasons for 55 Student Transfers to the Hartford Public Schools

and Associated Student Frequencies

Reason Frequency

Recommended for Special Education 13

Recommended for Special Academic Program 5

Disciplinary 14

Social 16

Part-Time Employment --

Medical 2

Parent Home Need

Other 15

TOTAL 65
a

a
Note that the 65 cases represent 55 students as 10 students
were associated with two reasons each.
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social worker, and pediatrician worked with each student. The result

was a recommendation for educational programming sent to the Hartford

receiving school PAT In other cases where sufficient information was

available from the suburban school, direct placements were made as the

referral information was directed to the special education coordinator.

The 13 students recommended for special education were followed

to ascertain the results of the referral. Appendix E contains documenta-

tion for each student's grade level, depaiting and receiving school,

recommendation, and placement decision. Note that the students' names and

addresses have been deleted. Perusal of the documentation indicates that

10 of the 13 students are receiving the recommended services.

During the 1979-1980 school year, parents of the three students

not placed after evaluation at the Dwight Center had refused to sign for

the placement. These three placements are scheduled for September, 1980.

It should be noted that the implementation of the Dwight Diagnostic Center

placement recommendations is often held up several months when schools

are unable to obtain parental consent. No delays are associated with

direct placements since all arrangements are made prior to the student's

return from the suburban school.

Special Academic Program recommendations were made for five students.

These programs were not available in the suburban school. In most cases

the programs consisted of more extensive individual academic instruction.

Disciplinary and Social reasons were listed for 14 and 16 students

respectively. In several cases the disciplinary and social reasons were

found to be related and consisted of non-compliance with school regula-

tions. In some cases students desired to return to Hartford to be closer

1
PAT refers to Pupil Appraisal Team.
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to their friends for social reasons. which included athletic activities.

Note that the percentage of students returning to the Hartford Schools

for disciplinary and social reasons has increased from 33% in 1976-1977

to approximately 50% during the 1979-1980 school year.
1

Part-Time Employment and Home Need were not listed for any students

returning to Hartford.

Medical reasons were listed for two students returning to Hartford.

One student enrolled in a drug rehabilitation program and the other in a

residential psychiatric program.

The "Other" category was applicable for 15 students. The primary

reason listed was excessive absences. Following this, reasons listed for

individual students were such areas as failing to complete academic require-

ments, parental request, and transportation problems.

In addition to the returns to Hartford Public Schools, four students

transferred to Private and Technical schools at the grade 9 level. The

two reasons stated for the private school transfers dealt with parental

feelings that college admission would be enhanced by attending the private

school. For the two technical school transfers, parents felt that the

suburban school had a limited curriculum in the technical area.

No Shows. A MD Show" is a student who enrolls in the program

during the summer but does not enter the program in September. The 1976-

1977 evaluation found that 22% of the total attrition group was in the

"No Show" category. This year only 5% (6/112) of such cases were identi-

fied. Program staff are to be commended for their efforts in this area

1The approximate figure of 50% is used since two students represented both
disciplinary and social categories. Part of this "increase" is created
by the overall decrease in the number of No Shows during the 1979-1980 year.
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since the 1976-1977 evaluation and subsequent recommendations. The

primary reason for the reduction in "No Showe is the expanded emphasis

placed upon comprehensive parental orientation during the summer (e.g.,

bus schedules). Parents of prospective Project Concern students were

contacted by phone and told about all aspects of the program. A bilin-

gual staff member called all Hispanic parents. These calls were then

followed by a letter further describing the child's participation in the

project. A secondary reason for the reduction was the comprehensive

screening of each student's history for special education situations

prior to entrance into the program.

As a result of these project efforts, only six students were

found to be "No Shows." Three students were in grade 1, and the remaining

were enrolled in grades 3, 4, and 6 respectively. Two of the students'

parents moved during the summer, two students wanted to stay in Hartford

with their friends, and two grade 1 parents felt the bus stop was to far

from home.

Pregnancy. Two students left the program due to pregnancy (grades

9 and 10) and are now enrolled in the Teenage Parents Program.

Other. One grade 12 student was listed in the attrition group

who was terminated from school due to excessive absences.

Summary

This chapter has presented an analysis of attrition from Project

Concern. The "who," /where," and "why" data for 112 students leaving

the program were documented. This attrition rate of 8.2% (112/1,373) was

comparable to the 8.4% rate found in the 1976-1977 evaluation. The
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highest frequencies of attrition were found between grades 4 and 10.

Similar to the 1976-1977 evaluation, the main reasons for attrition

were Transfers to Another School and Change of Address. Most of the

transfers to Hartford Public Schools were for Disciplinary and Social

reasons, as well as recommendations for full-time Special Education

needs which could not be met in the suburban school. Contrary to the

1976-1977 evaluation report, the category of "No Shows" was not a

primary reason for student attrition. Project staff have made a signi-

ficant effort at communicating all aspects of the program (often in

Spanish) to parents of prospective Project Concern students during the

summer orientation process.
1

1
It should also be noted that ten students were identified by the suburban
schools as having special academic needs. All of these students were
"internal transfers" or students who returned to Hartford and remained in
the In-City Project Concern component since the needed services could be
provided.
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CHAPTER IV

MONITORING THE COGNITIVE AND AFFECTIVE

IMPACT OF PROJECT CONCERN

Monitoring Cognitive Impact

As discussed in Chapter I, a new approach to the evaluation of the

cognitive impact of the Project Concern program was implemented during the

1979-1980 school year. In implementing this approach, data were collected

regarding the basic skill performance of Project Concern participants in

the spring of 1980. Such baseline data obtained from a single testing of

Project Concern participants cannot be used to assess the impact of the

program on the basic skill growth of students. This will not be possible

until this year's participants are tested again in the spring of 1981.

Thus, the purpose of this section is not to provide evidence regarding

the impact of the Project Concern program on student performance, but

rather, to discuss the procedures employed in implementing the new evalua-

tion design and to provide a descriptive summary of the baseline data

collected.

The approach designed to monitor the cognitive impact of the Project

Concern program consisted of testing all participants in the vicinity of

April of the school year using the Metropolitan Achievement Test. During

the 1979-1980 school year, Project Concern participants were tested using

the Metropolitan Achievements during the period of early April to early

June, 1980. In March, 1980, complete rosters of students enrolled in

each component of the Project Concern program were obtained. This
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information was forwarded to Hartford Test Specialists who arranged to

test each student participating in the suburban and nonpublic school

components of the program. In addition, rosters for students partici-

pating in the inner-city component were forwarded to the Hartford Public

Schools Office of Testing. Here, staff provided the Metropolitan Achieve-

ment Test results of Inner-City participants when they were available.

The number of students served in each component of Project Concern as

well as the number and percent of students tested using the Metropolitan

Achievement Test is summarized in Table 7. From Table 7, it is evident

that the majority of students (at least 92%) in each component were tested

using the Metropolitan Achievement Test.

Before discussing the results of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests,

it is important to comment on the test administration process. Although

Hartford Test Specialists were very conscientious in organizing testing

activities in suburban and non-public schools to proceed smoothly and not

disturb the educational process as it effected Project Concern students,

some problems did arise. Given that over two hours was needed to admin-

ister the Metropolitan Achievement Tests, it was difficult to administer

these tests to students without disrupting their educational program

somewhat. In some cases students at the upper grade levels resented

being taken away from their normal school activities to be tested,

especially by "strangers". Also in some schools, suitable space was not

available to conduct the testing. If Hartford Test Specialists are to

administer the Metropolitans in future years, it is essential that

local school staff and Project Concern aides make a strong effort to

orient program participants to the importance of these testing activities
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Table 7

Summary of the Number and Percent of

Project Concern Students Served and Tested by

Program Component and Grade Level

Grade
Suburban Non-Public In-City

Served Tested Served Tested Served Tested

N N Z N N Z N N Z

2 77 74 96Z 6 6 100% 15 13 87%

3 86 84 98% 7 7 100% 19 13 68%

4 81 81 100% 7 7 100% 42 36 86%

5 102 101 99Z 6 6 100% 41 40 98%

6 104 101 97% 16 16 100% 43 42 98%

7 104 104 100% 11 11 100% 39 39 100%

8 71 63 100% 16 16 100% 42 39 93%

Totals 625 608 97% 69 69 100% 241 222 92%
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and to make appropriate space available for testing.

Given the number of students being tested and the cost of using

Hartford Test Specialists to administer the Metropolitans, it might be

advisable to consider the alternative of asking schools participating in

Project Concern to accept responsibility for these testing activities.

Each school could be provided with test materials as well as funds to

cover the additional staff expenses incurred through such testing. Local

schools could then test Project Concern participants at the time prescribed

in the Hartford Spring Testing Program Schedule and forward completed

materials to the Project Concern office. The advantage of this approach

would be that students would be tested by persons with whom they were more

familiar. In addition, since testing activities would be controlled at the

building level, they could be scheduled to minimize conflict with other

educational activities. The disadvantage to this approach is that some

uniformity in the manner in which the tests are administered would be lost.

A summary by grade level of the mean Metropolitan Achievement Test

standard score performance of Project Concern students in all test areas

is presented by program component in Tables 8-10. Standard scores report

achievement in equal interval units. These standard scores can be com

pared across forms and levels of the Metropolitan Achievement Tests within

a particular skill area. For example, for the areas of Total Reading, it

is evident that sixth grade suburban school students exhibited a higher

level of performance (78) than fourth grade suburban school students (67).

For this reason, future evaluations should examine the year to year growth

exhibited by Project Concern students in each skill area using standard

scores. It is important to note that standard scores cannot be compared
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Table 8

Summary Ay Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Test Stand37::: Score
Performance In All Test Areas for Project Concern Students In

Suburban School Component
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Table 9

Summary By Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Test Standard Score
Performance In All Test Areas for Project Concern Students In the

Non-Public School Component
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Table 10

Summary By Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Test Standard Score
Performance In All Test Areas for Projact Concern Students In the

Inner-City School Component
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across skill areas. For example at grade 4, one cannot conclude that

the Total Math performance of students in the suburban school component

(78) is superior to their Total Reading performance (67).

Since this is the first year in which all students participating

in Project concern have been tested using the Metropolitan Achievement

Tests, it is not possible to assess the extent to which significant year

to year growth has been exhibited. In subsequent years this will be

possible.

In addition to Tables 8-10, the Metropolitan Achievement Test per-

formance of students in each component is presented in grade-equivalent,

percentile, and normal curve equivalent scores in Tables 11-13 for the

following major skill areas:

1. Total Reading,

2. Language,

3. Mathematics Computation,

4. Total Mathematics.

Grade equivalent scores are presented since they are found by some

to be desirable. The problem with grade equivalent scores is that they

are not expressed in equal interval units. They cannot be used to quanti-

tatively compare scores on a particular test or to make comparisons across

tests. For example, one cannot say that for suburban students the dif-

ference in Total Reading achievement between grades 2 and 3 (7 months) is

the same as the difference between grades 4 and 5 (7 months). The numeri-

cal equivalence observed is an artifact of the grade equivalent score dis-

tribution and not a function of progress in the skill area being assessed.

Also, one cannot say that second grade suburban students exhibited the
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same level of performance in Total, Reading and Mathematics Computation.

Grade equivalent scores can only be used to make qualitative comparisons

on a particular test for a particular group. One must be cautious to use

grade equivalent scores only in this context. Quantitative numerical com-

parisons must be made by test area using standard scores.

Tables 11-13 also contain percentile (Zile) scores. Percentile

scores can be explained best using an example. A percentile score of

62 in Total Reading for grade 2 suburban participants indicates that on

the average, their performance was better than or equal to 62Z of the

students in the norming population taking that test at grade 2. Like

grade equivalents, percentiles are not expressed in equal interval units.

The difference between scores at the 80th and 90th percentiles is not the

same as the difference between scores at, the 50th and 60th percentiles.

Percentiles can be standardized (i.e., converted to equal interval units)

by converting them to normal curve equivalents (NCE). Normal curve equiva-

lents are also reported in Tables 11-13.

An NCE of 50 is indicative of average performance for students at

that grade level in the skill areas tested. For example, suburban school

pupils exhibited average performance at grade 2 in Mathematics Computa-

tion as evidenced by an NCE of 51. To the extent that the NCE departs

from 50, students exhibit above or below average performance in the skill

area tested.

In future evaluations of Project Concern, year to year skill growth

will be assessed using NCES. Significant growth in a skill area for stu-

dents at a particular grade level will be assessed by comparing year to

year NCE mean performance. An increase from year to year in average NCE

performance is indicative of improved student performance.
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Table 11

Summary By Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Teat
Performance In Major Skill Areas for Project Concern Students In the

Suburban School Component

rade N
Total Reading
GE Zile NCE

Language
GE Zile NCE

Mathematics
Computation

GE Zile NCE GE

Total
Mathematics

Zile NCE

2

3

70

84

2.9

3.6

62

54

56

52

2.9

4.0

52

58

51

54

4 81 4.2 40 45 4.6 38 44 5.1 52 51 4.5 38 44

5 101 4.9 34 41 5.4 38 44 5.7 48 49 5.1 36 42

6 101 5.6 32 40 5.9 30 39 6.2 36 42 5.7 32 40

7 103 6.4 36 42 7.0 38 44 7.1 42 46 6.8 38 44

8 62 6.9 30 39 7.4 32 40 7.9 40 45 7.5 36 42



Table 12

Summary By Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Test
Performance In Major Skill Areas for Project Concern Students In the

Non-Public School Component

rade N
Total Reading
GE Zile NCE GE

Language
Zile NCR

Mathematics
Computation

GE Zile NCR

Total
Mathematics

GE Zile NCR

2 6 3.7 86 73 3.2 76 65

3 7 4.2 68 60 4.5 76 65

4 7 4.9 56 53 5.4 58 54 5.7 72 62 5.3 60 55

5 6 6.6 68 60 7.2 68 60 6.1 62 56 6.0 62 56

6 16 6.4 46 48 7.2 52 51 6.3 38 44 6.0 38 44

7 11 6.7 42 46 7.4 44 47 7.3 46 48 6.8 38 44

8 16 9.8 62 56 9.8 58 54 8.8 58 54 8.6 54 52



Table 13

Summary pr Grade Level of Mean Metropolitan Achievement Test
Performance In Major Skill Areas for Project Concern Students In the

Inner-City School Component

rade
Total Reading
GE Zile NCE GE

Language
Zile NCR

Mathematics
Computation

GE Zile NCE GE

Total
Mathematics

Zile NCR

2 13 2.4 34 41 2.7 40 45

3 13 3.2 40 45 3.7 42 46

4 36 3.5 24 35 3.5 22 34 4.5 34 41 4.0 26 36

5 AO 4.3 20 32 4.6 24 35 5.3 34 41 4.7 26 36

6 42 4.4 14 27 5.0 18 31 5.7 24 35 4.9 16 29

7 39 6.0 30 39 6.2 30 39 6.8 36 42 6.4 30 39

8 39 6.7 28 38 7.0 28 38 7.7 36 42 7.3 34 41



In summary, the purpose of this section has been to discuss the

procedures employed in implementing the new design for evaluating the

cognitive impact of Project Concern and to provide a descriptive summary

of the baseline data collected. These data will be used in subsequent

evaluations to assess the impact of Project Concern on student basic

skill growth.

Monitoring Affective Impact

Since several research studies have shown that affective variables

relate to school achievement (see Bloom, Human Characteristics and School

Learning and Purkey, Self-Concept and School Achievement) , the Student

Survey was developed for use in the evaluation of the Project Concern pro-

gram during the 1977-1978 school year. The Student Survey contains a

series of items which assess student self-concept and attitude toward school.

It should be noted that the self-concept and attitude variables are com-

plex constructs. The 10 items contained in the Student Survey were selected

from the Instructional Objectives Exchange nationally normed item pool for

assessing the areas of self-concept and attitude toward school. The com-

plete sets of self-concept and attitude toward school items could not be

employed as separate measures due to test length considerations. Since

the items selected do represent the self-concept and school attitude do-

mains, they can be employed validly to assess student status. Given the

close relationship between how students feel about themselves (self-concept)

and their attitudes toward various school situations, the set of 10 items

was selected to generally reflect both constructs.
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The Student Survey was administered to all participants at grades

2-8 in each component of the Project Concern Program by Hartford Test

Specialists in the Spring of 1980. When the completed Student Surveys

were forwarded for analysis, survey forms for students in the suburban

and non-public school components of Project Concern were grouped together.

Since the Student Survey is completed anonymously, it was not possible

to separate these surveys into the two respective groups. In subsequent

sections, the results of the Student Survey will be discussed for the

combined group of students participating in the suburban and non-public

school components of Project Concern as well as for those students in the

inner-city component.

Tables 14-16 contain the percents and frequencies of students

selecting the "True" responses on the Student Survey. Perusal of the

Totals responses in Tables 14 and 15 indicates that, overall, the pattern

of responses for students participating in the suburban and non-public

school components was similar to the pattern for inner-city participants.

These data suggest that students in both these groups have a positive

self-concept and attitude toward school. This statement can be supported

further by an analysis.of the items in the survey. The ten items used in

the survey reflected three general areas: feelings about school and

school work, attitudes toward classroom participation, and feelings about

teachers. Since the response patterns for the suburban/non-public and

inner-city participants were similar, these responses have been combined

in Table 16 to simplify the discussion of tie item results. In subsequent

sections, it-_A results will be discussed for the combined group of

Project Concern Students as reported in Table 16.
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Table 14

Percent and Frequency of "True" Responses On the Student Survey By Grade Level

for Students Participating In the Suburban and Non-Public Schools Components

of the Project Concern Program

Item Stem

1, School work is fairly easy

for me.

2. My teachers usually like me.

3. I can get good grades if I

want to,

4. 1 often volunteer to do
4%

things in class,

5. I often get discouraged in

school,

6. I am slow in finishing my

school work,

7. 1 an proud of my school work,

8. I am not doing as well in

school as I would like to.

9. I find it hard to talk in

front of the class.

10, I don't like to be called

on in class,

2

(Ng64)

3

(Ng89)

4

(Nc84)

GRADE LEVEL

5 6

(Nc107) (1'4,116)

7

(Nc113)

8

(N77)

TOTALS

(Ng650)

60% 56% 67% 60% 71% 63% 76% 64%

(38) (49) (55) (64) (82) (69) (56) (413)

88% 89% 92% 832 89% 87% 96% 88%

(56) (79) (76) (89) (102) (96) (73)

65% 80% 88% 88% 83% 91% 95% 84%

(41) (11) (73) (94) (95) (100) (71) (545)

73% 82% 72% 78% 75% 63% 59% 712

(47) (13) (60) (83) (86) (70) (44) i (463)

50% 57% 51% 48% 38% 41% 33% 44%

(32) (49) (42) (51) (44) (46) (25) (289)

34% 27% 26% 33% 34% 22% 21% 28%

(22) (24) (21) (35) (39) (24) (16) (181)

94% 871 81% 88% 812 762 80% 84%

(60) (77) (72) (92) (100) (83) (61) (545)

31% 26% 35% 462 492 62% 58% 452

(23) (23) (29) (49) (57) (68) (43) (292)

40% 54% 48% 48% 482 402 402 452

(25) (48) (40) (51) (54) (45) (30) (293)

18% 29% 33% 27% 24% 32% 28% 21%

(11) (26) (27) (29) (28) (35) (21) (177)



Table 15

Percent and Frequency of "True" Responses On the Student Survey By Grade Level

for Students Participating In the Inner-City Schools Component

of the Project Concern Program

1.

2.

3,

4,

co

5.

6.

7,

8.

9,

10.

Item Stem 2

(Nal2)

3

(Nal9)

14

(Na43)

GRADE LEVEL

5

(N=38)

6

(11041)

1

(Na39)

8

(N.40)

TOTALS

(P232)

School work is fairly easy 75% 68% 59% 50% 56% 84% 74% 63%

for me, ( 9) (13) (24) (19) (23) (32) (26) (146)

My teachers usually like me, 75% 90% 88% 16% 81% 90% 92% 84%

( 9) (11) (38) (29) (33) (35) (35) (196)

I can get good grades if I 68% 74% 84% 82% 81% 821 97% 82%

want to, ( 8) (14) (36) (31) (33) (32) (37) (191)

I often volunteer to do 58% 72% 88% 82% 63% 71% 74% 73%

things in class, ( 7) (13) (38) (31) (26) (27) (28) (170)

I often get discouraged in 83% 50% 51% 34% 46% 28% 31% 41%

school, (10) (.9) (22) (13) (19) (11) (12) (96)

I am slow in finishing my 58% 26% 37% 26% 44% 21% 18% 31%

school work, ( 7) ( 5) (16) (10) (18) ( 8) ( 7) (11)

1 am proud of my school work. 100% 90% 86% 87% 83% 84% 90% 87%

(12) (17) (37) (33) (34) (32) (36) (201)

I am not doing as well in 68% 42% 50% 49% 42% 51% 35% 46%

school as I would like to. ( 8) ( 8) (21) (18) (17) (20) (14) (106)

I find it hard to talk in 91% 61% 44% 53% 32% 33% 58% 47%

front of the class, (10) (11) (19) (20) (13) (13) (23) (109)

I don't like to be called 36% 11% 19% 21% 20% 15% 43% 23%

on in class. ( 4) ( 3) ( 8) ( 8) ( 8) ( 6) (17) (54)
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Table 16

Percent and Frequency of "True" Responses On the Student Survey

for Students Participating In All Components
of the Project Concern Program

(N -882)

Item Stem Combined Totals

1. School work is fairly easy 63%

for me. (559)

2. my teachers usually like me. 87%
(767)

3. I can get good grades if I 83Z

want to. (736)

4. I often volunteer to do 72Z

things in class. (633)

5. I often get discouraged in
school.

44%
(385) .

6. I am slow in finishing my 29Z

school work. (252)

7. I am proud of my school work. 85%
(746)

8. I am not doing as well in
school as I world like to.

9. I find it hard to talk in
front of the class.

10. I don't like to be called
on in class.

45Z
(389)

46%
(402)

26Z
(231)
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School and School Work. The majority of students feel quite com-

fortable with their school experience, and their school work. For the com-

bined group of grade 2 through 8 respondents, 44% indicated that they often

get discouraged in school (item 5) and 45% felt that they were not doing

as well in school as they would like to do (item 8). Further, 83% felt

that they could get good grades if they wanted to (item 3), 63% felt

their school work was fairly easy (item 1), and 85% were proud of their

school work (item 7). In addition, only 29% of the Hartford Project

Concern students felt that they were slow in finishing their school wor%

(item 6). This 12 a positive finding in that the Project Concern stu-

dents probably compare themselves positively to their classroom counter -

parts in this area of work completion.

Class Par.-.icipatiou, The area of class participation iz impor-

tant as the Project Concert: students shoUld reel comfortable in their

classroom setting. It appear:: that this is the case since 72% indicated

they often Iolunteer to do things in class (ite_ 4). Further, only 46%

felt that they found it hard to talk in front of the e.ass (item 9) and

only 26% indicated that they didn't like %o be called 0-4 in class (item 10).

Teachers. The student perception that their teachers like them

is essential for the development of healthy self-images and school atti-

tudes. For the Project :oncern studentl. 87% indicated that their

teachers usually liked tAem (item 2).

With react to differences in self-coacept and school attitudes

across gray..: levels, some anticipated small differences and trends were

present but'do.not alpear to be of sufficient magnitude for discussion.

Interested readers may wish to examine the grade level data presented



in Tables 14 and 15.

In summary, it can be concluded that the self-concept and school

attitudes of the Project Concern students in the areas of school and

school work, classroom participation and teachers are quite positive.

The affective orientation of students participating in the 1979-1980

Project Concern Program is consistent with the results of past evalua-

tions of Project Concern when the Student Survey was used.

It is important to note that the cognitive and affective informa-

tion discussed in this chapter is summarized on the Connecticut State

Department of Education Compensatory Project Evaluation Reporting Forms

in Appendix F.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY

A summary of the results of the 1979-1980 Hartford Project

Concern Program Evaluation is presented in this chapter. The purpose of

this summary is to collate for the reader some of the major findings of

this evaluation. It is important to note that perceptions of the Project

Concern program should not be formed on the basis of this summary alone.

All findings must be interpreted in light of the evaluation design utilized,

a more complete discussion of the results presented, and the limitations

placed on the findings obtained. Such information is presented in Chapters

I - IV of this report.

Examining the Career Patterns of Project Concern Graduates,,

Dropouts, and Hartford Students

This component of the evaluation focused on an analysis of the career

patterns of Project Concern graduates, dropouts, and non-participating

Hartford students. The areas examined were career aspiration, consistency

of career planning and pattern, work history, and educational training.

Several statistically significant differences were found which consistently

favored the Project Concern Graduates.

Primary Conclusions. Based upon the analyses carried out, the

following primary conclusions are forwarded:

e Occupational choices made in high school were at a
significantly higher occupational level for Project
Concern graduates than those for the non-participants.
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. Project Concern graduates (67%) and dropouts (80%) were
judged to have significantly more consistent career
'patterns when compared, to non-participants (37%)

. A significantly larger percentage of Project Concern
graduates (72%) was involved in post-high school educa-
tion and /or vocational training than prOject dropouts (39%).

Secondary Conclusions. Based upon the analyses carried out, the

following secondary conclusions or "trends" are forwarded:

. Project Concern graduates required less time (3.4 months)
in finding full-time employment after high school grad-
uation than dropouts (3.9 months) or non-participants
(7.2 months)..

. A larger percentage of Project Concern graduates (90%)

made vocational choices in high school than dropouts
(69%) or non--participants (79%).

. Project Concern graduates and dropouts would appear to
be more realistic in their future career choices (5
years from now) than non-participants.

Project Concern graduates (64%) were more likely to
have held a full-time job when compared to dropouts
(56%) and non-participants (58%).

. Project Concern graduates were more likely (68%) to be
employed in or taking training for the career they
wanted white they were in high school than either drop-
outs (58%) or non-participants (56%).

. A larger percentage of Project Concern graduates (77%)

reported that they liked their jobs than did dropouts
(541) or non - participants (58%).

. A larger percentage of graduates "liked" their present
job when compared to dropouts or non-participants.

. Project Concern graduates are less likely to feel that
their high school education helped them get the job
they wanted when compared to non-participants.

Clearly the data presented here provide strong support for the

contention that Project Concern has a positive effect on the career deve-

lopment and maturity of the students who participate in the program. Pro-

ject Concern graduates exhibit significantly higher levels of aspiration

and significantly more consistent career planning and progression than
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non-participants. While not statistically significant, graduates also are

more likely to seek post - secondary education or vocational training when

compared to non-participants. Although not as consistent as program grad-

uates, those students who dropped out of Project Concern prior to graduation

tended to show a number of positive benefits as well. Measured against

those who did not participate in Project Concern, graduates and dropouts

alike appear to have received significant career development benefits.

Examining Attrition From Project Concern

In examining attrition from Project Concern, "who," "where," and

"why" data for 112 students leaving the program were documented. This

attrition rate of 8.2% (112/1,373) was comparable to the 8.4% rate found

in the 1976-1977 evaluation. The highest frequencies of attrition were

found between grades 4 and 10. Similar to the 1976-1977 evaluation, the

main reasons for attrition were Transfers to Another School and Change of

Address. Most of the transfers to Hartford Public Schools were for Dis-

ciplinary and Social reasons, as well as recommendations for full-time

Special Education needs which could not be mat in the suburban school.

Contrary to the 1976-1977 evaluation report, the category of "No Shows"

was not a primary reason for student attrition. Project staff have made

a significant effort at communicating all aspects of the program (often

in Spanish) to parents of prospective Project Concern students during

the summer orientation process.

Monitoring the Cognitive and Affective Impact of Project Concern

During the 1979-1980 school year a new design was used to evaluate

the cognitive impact of the Hartford Project Concern Program. In applying



each spring using the Mctropolitan Achievement Test. The effect of Project

Concern on the basic skill performance (i.e., reading, language, and mathe-

matics) of students is assessed by examining the year to year growth of

these participants. Since students were tested for the first time during

the spring of 1980, it is not possible to report findings this year regard-

ing the impact of Project Concern on the basic skill growth of participat-

ing students.

In addition to the Metropolitan Achievement Test, a Student Survey

is administered to Project Concern students at grades 2-8 to assess their

level of self-concept and attitude toward school. A review of the Student

Survey responses obtained during the spring of 1980 indicates that the self-

concept and school attitudes of Project Concern students in the areas of

school and school work, classroom participation, and teachers are quite

positive. This finding is consistent with the results of past evaluations

of the Hartford Project Concern Program.
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FOLLOW.UF OF GRADUATES

Student Name Address

Phone (Student or Parent)

School Attended

Year Graduated Marital Status Number of Children

Career Information

L When you were in high school, what type of job or career did you want to have after high school?

2. Are you now taking training for, or employed in the career you wanted to follow at the time you left high school?

(Check one) Yes No

3. Since leaving high school, have you held any job(s)? (Check one) Yes No.

If yes, please provide the Information below for the job(s) you have held since leaving high school.

Type of j(b* Full Time OR Part Time Did you like this job?
la

(Check One) (Check One)

YES NO

*This includes Military Service

111111. Innweimon.m.

4, Now do you like your present job? (If undmployed, answer with respect to your last 'job.)

(Circle one)

a. Like it very much,

b, Like it fairly well.

c, Do not like It.

d, Never had a fulltime job,

11111....

11.11

.ad...

5. What type of job or career would you like to have five years from now?

7
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6, How long were you out of high school before you got your first full-time job? (If you have never had a full-time job, leave blank.)

T. What effect did your high school education have on the jobs you have held since graduating from high school?

(Circle one)

a. No effect at all,

b. Helped me to get the job I wanted,

c. Have never had a full-time job.

8, What has been the main difficulty you have experienced in your present job? (If unemployed, answer with respect to iour last job.)

(Circle one)

a. No particular difficulty.

b. My schooling did not prepare me well enough to do the job.

c. Conflicts with supervisors

d. Have never had a fulltime job.

e. Other (Please explain)

Post High School Education

9. Have you attended any schools or colleges since graduating from high school? YES NO

If YES, please provide the following information regarding the schools or colleges you attended,

Did You If You Did Not

Name of Sc;iool Number of Major Areas Full OR Part Graduate? Graduate, When

or College Years You Studied Time Time YES NO Do You Expect to

Attended (check one) , (check one) Graduate?

waINNIMmowe ImM.1=1.1=1 M..1.1=.1

- -

Survey filled out by: Date
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Appendix B

Examples of Various Occupations from the North-Hatte
Occupational Prestige Scale and Their Relative

Ranking from 1 to 10.

1. Physician (Medical Doctor)
Scientist
College Professor

2. Architect
Dentist
Minister

3. Lawyer
Chemical Engineer
Airline Pilot

4. Accountant
Public School Teacher
Biologist

5. Registered Nurse
Fashion Designer
Electrician

6. Insurance Agent
Bookkeeper
Undertaker

7. Auto Mechanic
Policeman
Clerk Typist

8. Clerk in a Store
Truck Driver
Factory Machine Operator

9. Filling Station Attendent
Coal Miner
Restaurant Waiter

10. Shoe Shiner
Janitor
Trash Collector
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Appendix C

Examples of the Three Types of Career Patterns

Type

Career Choice Post-High School

High School Five Years Education or

Career Choice From Now Work History Vocational Training

Consistent

Example 1

2

Accountant

Culinary Arts

Accountant 2 Unrelated Jobs Attending College
in Accounting

Management 1 Related Job Attending Culin-

in Culinary ary School

Arts

Inconsistent

Example 1 No Choice No Choice 2 Unrelated Jobs

2 Fashion Fashion 2 Unrelated Jobs

Design Design

Mixed

Example 1 Military Law Inforcement No Jobs
Officer

2 Secretary Computer
Programmer

1 related job
to high school
choice

None

Attending College
in Early Child-
hood Education

Attending College
in Business Admin-
istration

None
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Appendix D

PROTECT CONCERN
UDE A RI N FORM

Student Name Total Time in Program

Present Grade Sex M F - Date

Address

School Departed From Town

Please check() options which apply and fill in necessary infor-
mation so that the students current status and reason for leaving
Project Concern are clear.
1. CHANGE OF ADDRESS_

Please check appropriate option below and provide

(a) Out of State

(b) Out of City

(c) Out of Project Concern District

(d) Other (Please explain)

comment(s) when necessary.

New Address

II. TRANSFER TO ANOTHER SCHOOL

1. Hartford Public Schools

Name of School

Please check appropriate reason(s) below and provide comments when necessary.

(a) Recommended for Special Education .

(b) Recommended for Special Academic Program

(c) Disciplinary

(d) Social (Student desires to attend school
and related social or athletic activities
with friends in Hartford).

Please comment if applicable

(e) Part-Time Employment in Hartford

0-1. Transportation Problem

e-2. Scheduling Problem

e-3. Both of the Above Reasons



(e) Part Time Employment In Hartford (continueri!

e-4. Other (Please Comments_

(I) Medical

(g) Parent Home Need (e.g. ,Baby Sig log)

(h) Other (Please Conment)

amfarwomm

2 Private School

Name of School

Please check appropriate reason(s) below and provide comments when necessary.

(a) Parents Feel Alternative Setting is Needed

(b) Parents Feel Chances of Getting into

College Higher at Private School,

(c) Other (Please Comment)

3. Technical School

Name of School

Please check appropriate reason(s) below and provide comments when necessary.

(a) Suburban School has Limited Technical Curriculum

(b) Other (Please Comment)

III. "NO SHOWS"

(a) Enrolled During the Summer but Never Entered the Program

(b) Other (Please Comment)

IV . PR EG NANO(

Curent Placement

V. CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION

Name of Institution

VI. OTHER REASONS (Please Comment)

Prepared By Date
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Appendix E

DWIG4T DIAGNOSTIC CENTER

1. Name:
Grade: 2

Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Waverly
Date: 1/8/80

Recommended full-time Learning Disability Program.
Placement: I.E.P. could not be implemented because school was unable, despite
numerous attempts, to get parent signature. Placement in full-time program
scheduled for 9/80.

2. Name:
Grade:
Address:
Departed From:
Placed at: Clark
Date: 9/18/79
Recommended regular 5th grade program with EMR Resource Room help.
PLACEMENT: I.E.P. cannot be implemented because school has been unable to
get parent signature.

3. Name:
Grade: 4
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Wish
Date: 9/5/79
Recommended full-time Learning Disability Program.
PLACEMENT: Parent refused placement of student at Wish School where program
was housed. Programs located at other sites were filled. Placement in full-time
program at another site will be available for 9/80.

4. Name:
Grade: 1

Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Dwight
Date: 1/28/80
Recommended placement in a Language Disability Resource Room.
PLACEMENT: School PAT recommended same program. Student placed.
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5. Name:
Grade: 1

Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: West Middle
Date: 9/17/79
Recommended full-time program where curriculum is geared to remediating
visual and auditory perceptual deficits. Involvement with school Social
Worker.
PLACEMENT: School did not agree with Diagnostic Center report. Placed
student in regular program where he made a very good adjustment. Student
moved to Bloomfield 3/80.

DIRECT PLACEMENT

6. Name:
Grade: 5
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Sand
Date: 11/21/79
Placed in Self-Contained Learning Disability program.

7. Name:
Grade: 7
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Fox Middle
Date: 2/4/80
Placed in Intensive L.D. Program 2-3 periods per day.

8. Name:
Grade: 1

Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: J. C. Clark
Date: 11/29/79

Receiving Speeh only.
9. Name:

Grade: 5
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Fox Elementary
Date: 3/18/80
Placed in full-time program for emotionally disturbed students.
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10. Name:
Grade: 6
Address:
Departed From:
Placed at: Dwight School
Date: 1/2/80

Placed in full -time Learning Disability program.

a. Name:
Grade:
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Fox Middle
Date: 10/10/79

Placed in Intensive L.D. program at Fox Middle School receiving 12.5 hours
per week of service.

12. Name:
Grade: 10
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Fox Middle
Date: 3/3/80

Placed in full-time EMR program at Fox Middle.

13. Name:
Grade: 4
Address:
Departed From:
Placed At: Dwight
Date: 2,25.80
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APPENDIX F

Connecticut State Department of Education

1979-1980 Cotapensatory Project Evaluation Reporting Form

for the

Hartford Project Concern Program
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1979-00 COMPENSATORY PROJECT
EVALUATION REPORTING FORM

School District Hartford Public Schools

District Addrese 249 High Street, Hartford, CTS 06103

Project Title 'Project Concern

Director William Paradis

(Name)

Evaluator
Robert J, Rafts

(Name)

Program Site(s) See attached list

527-5240

(Telephone)

566-6074

(Telephone)

(1-3)

(5 -6)

(8-9)

Unduplicated count of program
participants by grade levels:

PUBLIC SCHOOL

'PLEASE SUBMIT

TWO COPIES

THIS REPORT IS DUR 6/20/00

C.S.0.E.

State Office Bldg., Rm. 315

P.0, Box 2219

Hartford Connecticut 06115

Funds supporting this component:

1

Title It

SADC public:

SADC ngmblict

Other (specify):

TOTAL:

......1419,21L____(14
-20)

279,490 (22 -21)

(29-34)

381,830 (36-42)

1,670,616

Expenditures included in Total above which

supported services to private school

children: 114,659 (44-49)/

PK K 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 0 9, 10 11 12 TOTAL;

92 100 117 138 156 157 151 122 133 109 66 64 1,405

(0-10) (12-14) S16-18) (20-22 ) (24-26) (28-30) (32-34) (36-30) (40-42) (44-46) (40-50) S52-54) 56 -50 60-62

PRIVATE SCHOOL

--........

6 7 7 8 6 16 12 17 3 82

Ail (12-14) (16-10) (20-22 24 -26 20 -30 (32-34) (36-30) (40-42) (44-46) (40-501 (52-54) 6- 0

Number end full-time
equivalent of project guff paid by compensatory funds:

Teachers

Aides

Instructional

No. f.t.e.

10 9.5

(8-9) (11-15)

53 53

(10-19) (21-25)

Other Professional

.e.

(Specify)
No. f.t

Administrator 1 1

( .)

(28-29) (31-35)

Clerical or Other

(Specify)

No.

Sec. /Clerical,_

Coordinator of

Aides 1 1

( )

(30-39) (41-45)

f.t.e.

3
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Schad District
Hartford Public Schools Component Title Project Concern Page 2 4

'Using this page, (1) State the performance objectives for this component (from the Application) ; (2) Specify the

measures) used to evaluate each objective; (3) Indicate the method of analysis applied to the data collected with

each instrument; (4) Present the results of the evaluation. At the foot of the page state one or more program

recommendations based on the evaluation findings,

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

DATES

INSTRUMENTS/ADMINISTERED

TREATMENT OF DATA

iikistunemlICJIBINGTESIS

E___

Since this is the

evaluation desigr

information cannct

RESULTS

Pupils will show month for month

gains on an average by grade in

Language Development,

1

Metropolitan Achievement

Tests were administered

during the period of

early April to early

June 1980 at grade 2-8.

first year of implementing and

using spring to spring testingith.

be provided,

)

. I

RECOMMENDATIONS: Program staff are presently reviewing evaluation results and will be formulating recommendations,



School District Uartford Public Schools Component Title Project Concern Page 2 b

Using this page, (1) State the performance objectives for this component (From the Application);' (2) Specify the

meaaure(s) used to evaluate each objective; (3) Indicate the method of analysis applied to the data collected with

each instrument; (4) Present the results of the evaluation. At the foot of the page state one or more program

recommendations based on the evaluationlindings.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

DATES

INSTRUMENTS/ADMINISTERED

TREATMENT OF DATA

NCAINOTESTS
E___

RESULTS

Pupils will 'show month for month

Rains on an average by grade in Math.

Metropolitan Achievement

Tests were administered

during the period of

early April to early,

June 1980 at grade 2-$.

Since this is the

evaluation desist

information cannct

firat year of implementing and

using spring to spring testing, 11

be provided.

1

RECOMMENDATIONS: Program staff are presently reviewing evaluation results and will be formulating recommendations.



School District Hartford Public Schools Component Title Project Concern Page 2 c

'Wing this page, (1) State the performance objectives for this component (from the Application); (2) Specify the

measure(a) used to evaluate each objective; (3) Indicate the method of analysis applied to the data collected with

each instrument; (4) Present the results of the evaluation. At the foot of the page state one or more program

recommendations based on the evaluation findings.

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

DATES

INSTRUMENTS/ADMINISTERED

TIU OF DATA

INCLUDI 0 ESTS

10 E,....

RESULTS

Pupils will show a positive self- A ten item self-concept A descriptive Students at grades 2 through B

concept ari attitude toward school and attitude toward summary was pre- exhibited positive affective

at the enJ of a year's participation school scale was pared of student dispositions on all items. By

in the program, adopted from the

Instructional Objec-

tives Exchange nation-

ally normed item pool.

This scale was adminis-

tered to students at

grades 2 through 8

at the same time as the

item responses by

grade level,

grouping items into categories

it was concluded that students

held positive attitudes as they

rel'te to their teachers, class

participation, as well as school

and school work.

)

Metropolitan Achievement

Tests.

RECONHENDATIONS: Program staff are p:esently reviewing evaluation results and will be formulating recommendations.



School District
Hartford Public 801pols Component Titlepralect1122191IL:_subulup

(1-3)

(4-0)

FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS MICH SERVED PUPILS AT 00 ABOVE GRADE TWOI USE THIS PAGE

1,
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE

(Check One) 0 READING 0 LANGUAGE ARTS 0 MATH 4, TESTING PATTERN

r
Fall to Spring 117T

fs-piErff
Fall to Fall

2, TYPE OF NORMS USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS II NATIONAL
0 OTHER

Spring to Spring

( 5
)
3, VAS TIIE PRETEST

INSTRUMENT USED TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS?
9 NO 11 YES' 4e More than 12 months

PT)
Colu A

Co

IC

umn
TEST INFORMATION

(see instructios

Grade

Level

2

No, of

Pupils Who

Received

InstrucT

tional

Sgriiires_

......1

No,ofl

apils

Pre/Post-

tested

Name of

Test

MAT

Edition

(year)

1970

Pre/Post

Name of flattery

Subtest Leve

Total
Prim/le

iitadieg

E1e

84

Pre/Post

Form

Month

of

Pre/Pos!

Tests

Pre

Test

ir

S'S,

55

81

101

101

103

62

67

73

78

Post

Test
V.

62
1970

(1144) (15 -16) (17-10

8 7 rn12-Fei

Continue



School District
flarbrord chools Congaed Title Pro not Conenrn:ARTIEL____

(1-3)
(44)

FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WMICII SERVED
PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRAD(; TWO USE THIS PAGE

1, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
(Check One) Q READING

LANGUAGE ARTS ri MATO 4, TESTING PATTERN

Fall to Fall
°T

fall to Spring frif

2, TYPE OF NORM USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS NATIONAL
[1 OTHER

f Spring to Spring

ec

)
3, WAS TOE PRETEST

INSTRUMENT USED TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS?
NO A YES .le flMore than 12 months

pJ)
Column A

Column

C
TEST INFORMATION

(see Instructions)

Grade

Level

2

rrwrr

3

4

5

6

No, of

Pupils Who

Received

Instruc.:

tforial

No.of

upils

Pre/Pos

tested

7

0

nr.

t- Name of

Test

MAT

MAT

MAT

MAT

MAT

103
MAT

62 my

101

Month

Pre/Post
of

battery
Pre/Post Pre/Pose

Level form Tests

Prim May

Pee

Test

X

S,S,

-Post

Test

8o13-14) (15-16) (17-10

nta rel

.1.1.=111111m0.

11.

Continued



Ostrict Ilnptrord Public Bohoole Component Title ProjectlUhIEUzJLd!u6DL___

(1-3)
(4-0)

FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WHICH SERVED PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRADE TWO, USE THIS PAGE

fRUCTIONAL SERVICE (Check One) a READING

E OF NORMS USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS

TOE PRETEST INSTRUMENT USES? TO SELECT PROGRAM

No, of

Pupils Who

Received

Instmc-
tfonal

Sere dau._

Column

C

Hoofl.Pupils

Pre/Post

tested

81

101

101

103

62

14) (15-16) (17-10)

11 LANGUAGE ARTS u MATH 4.

NATIONAL Q OTHER
(SpecIty)

PARTICIPANTS? 11 NO 11 YES-le

(see instructions)

TESTING PATTERN

Fall to Spring riff
Spring to Spring

Fall to Fall

Pore than 12 months

Name of

Test

Edition

lyear)

1970

Name of

Suhtest

Pre/Post

Qattery

Level

Prim

Pre/Post

Form

F

Month

of

Pre/Posi

Tests

Ma

AdMill
Ma

A

Prr.

Pre

Test

7
S.S.

Post

Test

i
S.S.

MAT

78

"

1

MAT 1970
);le

MAT 1970 1T4ogl

"

Elom

Int
MAT 1970

MAT 1970 "
Int 1?

P4440
PP"

18

MAT_

MAT

1970 "
Adv

99
1970 "

Adjiggill..agdll

°
ARE
IPP"

92

Continuet



School District lloritfod Pol)119.41!hooln Component

(1-3)

11)11 SKILLS P111,11:CIS yuiql SERVED PUPILS Al OR AOOVE GIAR 'ill 111,11 PAGEL,
www

I, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
(Check One) 11

READING I,ANGUAGE
HATII 4, PAIII:1111

OT
2, TYPE OF NORMS USED 1N SCORE CONVERSIONS

I we II OTHER I Suring to Sprinti

I to SprIno 0,4

(slim Fan to ran

')

3, VAS TOE PRETEST
INSTRUMENT USED 10 MIXT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS? 11 NO u YES Dore than 12 months

fi))
column

(see Instructions)

Column A Salmi C

TEST INFORMATION

Grade

level

'2

3

II

No, of

Pupils Who

Rece I ved

Ins true-

t Iona!

Semites_

..........

6

7

8

.41.i

No,of

idpi Is

Pre/Pos,t flame of

tested] Test

6 HAT

7

Edition

_1year)

1970

MAT 1970

MA? 1970

6 MA'? 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 19 0

16

11

16

11.1...per

(15-16) (17-10)

Name of

Subtes

Total

Heading

0

0

.....1.1
II

II

II

II

Pre /Post

Battery
level

Prim Tk

Pre/Post

Form

1

Month

of
Pre/Pos

Tests

Ma

Int

Pre

Test

x

5,5,

64

13

84

83

85

99

0

Post

Test

1..1111

oterrgarra

Con t inued.



School ONO let llartrord lolloola Component Title,, Prof2110Eatatjaidia__

(1-3)

FOR BASIC SKILLS
PROJECTS WHICH SERVER PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRAM: IWO ITS THIS PAGE

I, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE
(Check One) A REAPING I] LANGUAGE ARTS 11 MATH 4, TESTING PATTERN

I
5
I

Fall to Spring iif

2, TYPE OF NORMS USER IN SCORE CONVERSIONS $ NATIONAL 0 OTHER
Spring to Spring

t

(SWITir fall to Fall

3, WAS THE PRETEST
INSTRUMENT USER TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS? I NO p YES 41,

Dore than 12 months

ITT) Colo me A khaki.

Column

C
TEST INFORMATION

(see Instructions)

No, of

Pupils Who

Received

Instruc.!

Grade tional

Level SerxiteL

2

3

5

6

7

10.

..

.....MINP.

Nod

Pre/Post-

tested

6

16

16

.11.10111.1.,

(13-14) (15-16) (17.18)

95 --rifir

Name of Edition

Test Jai.

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAI 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT ha,
MAT 19 0

Name of

Subtest

Pre/Post

Battery

Level

Month

of

Pre/Post Pre/Pos

Form Tests

Language

Elom

Ele

Prim r May

No

PPv2
Adv11

No

A

Pre

Test

ir

S'S,

Post Continued-

Test

S,S,

80

89

89

96



1.0

1.25 1.4
VIII

28
1111122_5

32 11112.2

2.0

1.8

1.6



1
2. TYPE OF NOM USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS

School District
Hartford Public Schools Component Title

Pro ac t Concern - Nu n -Pub

(1-3)

(4-0)

FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS MICH SERVER
PUPILS AT OR MOVE GRADE TWOt USE THIS PAGE

1, INSTRUCTIONAL
SERVICE (Check One) fJ

READING

(iD) WAS THE PRETEST
INSTRUMENT USED TO SELECT PROGRAM

Column

Column A kind C

No. of

Grade

Level

2

Pupils Who

Received

Instruct

Socket_

3

4

5

7

8

No.of

upils

Pre/Post-

tested

16

11

16

9(±]3.14) (15-16) (17-10

irf546, 1 11.. /

LANGUAGE ARTS n MATH 4,

NATIONAL 0 OTHER

f51)ecirg

PARTICIPANTS?
I NO I] YES

(see instructions)

TEST INFORMATION

Name of

Test

Edition

ear

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1970

MAT 1920

MAT 190

Name of

Sulitest

Total

Math

Pre/Post

Battery

Level

Pre/Post

Form

Prim

e

oxidi

Month

of

Pre /Pos

Tests

Mey

Ma

Ma

Ma

TESTING PATTERN

Fall to Spring (j2)

Spring to Spring

fall to Fall

ElMore 'than 12 months

Pro

Test

x

S.S.

Post

Test

S.S.

90

=1.21

INIINNII/IMPO

Adv

Ma

Ma

90

Continued-



rap los

School District___IlartrordPublic Schools Component Tine pr_22.1821 concern - Inner 'City

( 1-3)

FOR PASIC SKILLS PROJECTS MIEN SERVED PUPILS AT OR MOVE GRAD( TWO, USE THIS PAGE

1, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE (Check One) q READING q LANGUAGE ARTS 11 MAIN

I 2. TYPE OF NORMS USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS I NATIONAL a OTHER

PRIM
)

3. WAS THE PRETEST INSTRUMENT USED TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS? NO A YES

)
Column bee instructions)

TEST INFORMATION

4. TESTING PATTERN

Fall to Spring (12)

Fall to Fall

Spring to Spring

10 Dore than 12 months

Column A lolulma_ C

Na, of

Pupils Who

Received

Instpucl

tional

lattices_

No.of

Paplls
Pre /Pos

tested

13

13

36

40

42

39

39

srmww.ra.11

t- Name of

Test

Edition

(par)

1970

Name of

Subtest

Total.
Reading

Pre/Post

Battery

Level

Prim

Pre/Post

Form

Il

Month

of

Pre/Post

Tests

Ma

Ma

Pre

Test

7
S.S.

Post

Test

i
S.S.

MAT

_w__._

4t

5k_

_.

MAT 1970 m 28

MAT 1970 "

Elm Ma

Int
68

MAT 1970._) °
Int Ma

69

MAT )1970,
Adv Ma

81

MAT 19 0
h Adv

.

Ma
85

,

AV'
(13-14) (15-16) (17-10)

222

[MR" TAW lira 1()

Continue



School District
Hartford Public Schools Component

Tjtje 2AL91.11. Inner City
,

(1-3)
OA

FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WHICH SERVED
PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRADE TWO USE THIS PAGE

1.
INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE

(Check One) 0 READING o LANGUAGE AR1S 0 MATH 4, TESTING PATTERN

°

Fall to Spring (j2)

I 2. TYPE OF NORMS USED IN SCORE CONVERSIONS
1 NATIONAL fl OTHER

Spring to Spring

iSPeci rY) ilrail to fall

.

5 )
3, WAS TUE PRETEST

INSTRUMENT USED TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS? g NO 0 YES.11 Dore than 12 months

ITT)

Column
(see instructions)

Column A 11 1 __C
TEST INFORMATION

Grade

Level

2

3

5

6

7

No. of

Pupils Who

Received

lostruc7

tional

Hoag

Pupils

Pre/Pos,t-

tested

36

40

42

39

39

Name of

Test

MAT

Oattery

PreJPost

Level

Prim

1970

MAT 1970
11

ari0MAT 1970

Ele

MAT 1970 Language

4,01
ne MI
mmr

AWE=Um
ordnAil

Ed( t ion

ear

Name of

Subtest

Month

of

Pre/Post Pre/Pos

Form Tests

MAT

MAT

MAT

1970

1970

1920

aanrworaremgemeMPO/00

,0.
Adv

Me

Pre

Test

S.S.

Post

Test

x
S.S.

Ma

Ma

Ma

Na

Ma

Adv

A13-14) (15-16) 117-18)

101 TotT Prn/

60.

74

77

.1.11117MMI=

Continued



School District ilavtrovd Pubila tiohnoln Componon t Title Prole() LInnara:Ituray

(441)

FOR PASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WHICH SERVED PUPILVI OR pour wpf yo, USE THIS PAGE

1, INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICE (Check One) 0 READING rj LANGUAGE ARTS 1.1 MATO 4, TESTING PATTERN

T9T

fall to Spring

2, TYPE OF NORMS USER IN SCORE CONVERSIONS 1 NATIONAL, il OTHER
! Spring to Spring

. (Ti

(SiliEWT (all to Earl

5 )
3, WAS TOE PRETEST INSTRUMENT

USED TO SELECT PROGRAM PARTICIPANTS? P NO lj YES
'lt Dore than 1? months

111)
Column (see instructions)

Column A Mut C
TEST INFORMATION
......................._ ____.................. ----17--'

Grade

Level

2

3

No. of

Pupils Who

Received

InstrucT

tforial

Semites

6

7

8

No.of

Pupils

Pre/Pos,

tested

36

40

42

39

39

MOMPINIIIMIP001.

(13-14) (15-16) (17-10)

it M-17171 Oa

Name of

Test

Edition

Ivear)

MAT 1970

Month

Pre/Post of

Name of Dattery Pre/Post Pre /Post

Subtest Level Form Tests

Prim Ma

Pro

Test

Post Continual

Test

MAT

MAT

NAT

1970

1970

1970

Ela

Total
Elam Ma

1440.
MaInt

MAT 1970
nt

MAT

MAT

1970

Adv F
II

1970

re/

Adv Ma
11

8Q

82

92

98

1141.m...01MIMM.

MINII0110.0.

...

.17111M1

*OR

1
A



school Illitrict 1111P0r0P0 1110110 001100111

Column

(cootlowl Pram I). 4) Lookwity..[Ls

Associated

Porcealles'

11011.111.1...1.

Pre

62

54

.1.1101100.41.,

21 40

34

32

36

Post

30

.-

.....0mok.

....mormS.

105

Column E

Common;

)1101111 5,4111,1g1S I:0 PIO) is 011 MO liantfia

110101a0(1 m01111 projact gains

Tokst Colonel 0

;

IAA CO1101111 C

AssoCitite6

H, C. E. s

(or IC H. CA. )

Pre Post

56

52

45

41

40

42

39

Colomo

.0101171.

Column 0

Weighted

H. C, E,

(col. C x col, F)

(Chock NO

Language I

['Mathematic

CSOE USE ONLY

.....11

(19.20) (21-22) (23-30)

Tota



I mini ming; . wwwww tpumrompum Plyvw

((withhold fro p 4) 140.10s10.11tilli041115 !Mt 4IY.1414111.A1,1)!_,A.11)iiiillistilk

litilotothogao proloct 0410;

1 A ift (I

(Almon
Co I 11011

Assoclotod

Porcootllos'

.1.1.1111160W.

Pro

10.4.1.1.K

Post

.111i M. 0'.
38

36

32

38

36

I 07

Assoir,111104

or x

Pro Post

..../M,M././/...1

.411.11/41...ml..

44

42

40

44

42

-,--$-

Co I UIWI F fol non ri

N,C.E.

(19-20) (21-22)

nwftwv..........mINI1.1i1

140

liolohtod

11,C,f, 11$

col C x col, 1)

CSOf Nit ONO

....0..1.044041/0.11011M

...1~11/1171..11111.111.

1.WWI1010.1110.101M

...W.s.ft,momalP14PhtffimMOM...

-...........M.41110,11.4014WIMMOINELIIMIO.M.

(PA--017



school Norm norwuru ruu,Lau mugiuu

Column

46/
u

(continued from p. 4) FOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WHICH SERVED PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRADE TWO

Weighted mean project gain:

iTov., Column G

; 2

VA, Column C

Associated

Percentiles'

Pre Post

38

38

30

38

32

m..EMO...1.1111

Column E

Assoddted

N.C.E.s

or 1.11.C.E

Pre Post

.............

44

44

39

44

40

(19-20)

Column F Column G

N.C.E.

Gall)

(21.22)

Weighted

ILC,E. Gains

(col. C x col, F)

7777

ur

(Check One)

Reading

Language Ar

ElMathematics

CSDE USE ONLY

(23-30)



(continued from p. 4) fOR BASIC SKILLS PROJECTS WHICH SERVED PUPILS AT OR ABOVE GRADE TWO

Wdghted mean project gain:

11061.1 Column G

rah,,,, Column C

Column D

Associated

Percentiles'

Pre Post

86

68

56

68

46

42

......1.10.
62

.11.........

..................................

_ ........._

........._--

1

Column E

Assoeldted

N.C.E.s

or x.N.C:E

Pre Post

73

60

53

60

48

46

56

(19-20) (21.22)

Column F

N. C, E.

Gain

Column G

Weighted

U.C,E, Gains

(col. C x col. F)

4

(Check One)

1Reading

Language Ar

Ipthematics

CSDE USE ONLY

1777



(continued from p.

Column D

Associated

Percentiles'

1i3
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